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ABSTRACT
In 1943, Hadwiger conjectured that every Kt-minor-free graph is (t − 1)-colorable for
every t ≥ 1. In the 1980s, Kostochka and Thomason independently proved that every
graph with no Kt minor has average degree O(t
√
log t) and hence is O(t
√
log t)-colorable.
Very recently, Norin and Song proved that every graph with no Kt minor is O(t(log t)
0.354)-
colorable. Improving on the second part of their argument, we prove that every graph with
no Kt minor is O(t(log t)
β)-colorable for every β > 1
4
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1
1 Introduction
In 1943, Hadwiger [1] conjectured that every Kt-minor-free graph is (t−1)-colorable for every
t ≥ 1. In the 1980s, Kostochka [2, 3] and Thomason [6] independently proved that every
graph with no Kt minor has average degree O(t
√
log t) and hence is O(t
√
log t)-colorable.
For a survey on Hadwiger’s conjecture see the article by Seymour [5]; for an overview of
more recent progress see Norin and Song [4].
Very recently, Norin and Song [4] proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Norin and Song). Every graph with no Kt minor is O(t(log t)
0.354)-colorable.
The proof of Norin and Song has two essential parts. The first part shows that every
highly connected Kt-minor-free graph with many small vertex-disjoint dense subgraphs has
a Kt minor. The second part of the argument shows how to construct one such subgraph
in a Kt-minor-free graph of high density. Finally, the two parts are brought together by
showing there are either many vertex-disjoint such subgraphs and hence a Kt minor or the
graph is colorable with few colors.
We make an improvement on the second part of the argument. Here then is our main
result.
Theorem 1.2. For every β > 1
4
, every graph with no Kt minor is O(t(log t)
β)-colorable.
To explain our improvement in their argument, we first need some notation. Let G be
a graph. We let v(G) denote the number of vertices of G and e(G) denote the number of
edges of G. We let d(G) = e(G)/v(G) denote the density of G.
A collection H = {H1, H2, . . . , Hh} of pairwise disjoint subsets of V (G) is a model of a
graph H in a graph G if G[Hi] is connected for every i ∈ [h], and there exists a bijection
φ : V (H)→ [h], such that G[Hφ(u)] and G[Hφ(v)] are adjacent for every uv ∈ E(H). An easy
observation is that a graph G has an H minor if and only if there exists a model of H in
G. Following Norin and Song, we say a graph H is a k-bounded minor of a graph G if there
exists a model τ of H in G such that |T | ≤ k for every T ∈ τ .
Specifically, Norin and Song proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3 (Norin and Song, Theorem 4.1 in [4]). Let 0 < ε < 1, K > 1 be real. Let G
be a graph with d = d(G) ≥ 2/ε. Then G contains at least one of the following:
(i) a subgraph H of G with v(H) ≤ 4Kd and e(H) ≥ ε2d2/2, or
(ii) a 2-bounded minor H with d(H) ≥ 3
2
K(1−4ε)
K+3
d, or
(iii) a 3-bounded minor H with d(H) ≥ 2K(1−10ε)
K+4
d.
We say a pair of real numbers (n, d) is (D, t)-forced if every graph G with d(G) ≥ D
and no Kt minor has a subgraph H with v(H) ≤ n and d(H) ≥ d. Theorem 1.3 implies the
following corollary. (Here and throughout this paper all logarithms have base 2).
Corollary 1.4 (Norin and Song, Corollary 4.3 in [4]). For 0 < ε < 1/30, let
λ = max
{
log 2
log(3(1− 7ε)/2) ,
log 3
log(2(1− 14ε))
}
.
Let t be a positive integer and let D = D(t) be such that every graph with d(G) ≥ D has a
Kt minor. Then (4r
λD/ε, ε3r−λD/8) is (D/r, t)-forced for every 1 ≤ r ≤ εD/2.
Here we make an improvement on Theorem 1.3 as follows.
Theorem 1.5. Let k ≥ ℓ ≥ 2. Let ε ∈ (0, 1
16k2
]
. Let G be a graph with d = d(G) ≥ 2/ε.
Then G contains at least one of the following:
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(i) a subgraph H of G with v(H) ≤ 6k3d and e(H) ≥ ε2d2/2, or
(ii) an (ℓ+ 1)-bounded minor H with d(H) ≥ ℓ · (1− 14k2ε) · d, or
(iii) a k-bounded minor H with d(H) ≥ k
8ℓ
· (1− 2kε) · d.
Then we can prove an improved version of Corollary 1.4 with λ = 1
1−α
for any small
enough α. To do this, we apply Theorem 1.5 with
• ℓ = 22/α − 1, and
• k = 24/α2 , and
• ε = 1
28k2
.
We now state our improved version of Corollary 1.4 as follows.
Corollary 1.6. For α ∈ (0, 1/2] such that 1/α is integer, let ε = 1
28·24/α2
, and let
λ =
1
1− α.
Let t be a positive integer and let D = D(t) be such that every graph with d(G) ≥ D has a
Kt minor. Then (2
16/α2rλD, 2−16/α
2
r−λD) is (D/r, t)-forced for every 1 ≤ r ≤ εD/2.
Norin and Song [4] noted in Section 5 of their paper that if a version of Corollary 1.4
could be proved with limε→ λ(ε) = 1, then Theorem 1.2 would follow. Note that the equation
for ε when solved for α gives
α =
√
10
log( 1
28ε
)
,
which goes to 0 as ε goes to 0. Hence limε→0 λ(ε) = 1. Thus Corollary 1.6 confirms that this
is indeed possible.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof follows identically to the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [4] with
Corollary 1.6 used in place of Corollary 1.4.
1.1 Outline of Paper
In Section 2, we review some preliminary definitions. In Section 3, we prove that a very
unbalanced bipartite graph of high minimum degree has either a small, dense subgraph or
an (ℓ+1)-bounded minor with density almost ℓ times the original. In Section 4, we prove that
a graph of high density has either a small, dense subgraph, or a very unbalanced bipartite
graph of high density, or a k-bounded minor with density almost k/ℓ. In Section 5, we
combine these results to prove Theorem 1.5. We then choose k and ℓ (as well as K and ε)
appropriately to prove Corollary 1.6.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Small and Mates
Definition 2.1. Let G be a graph and d ≥ 1.
• If K ≥ 1 is real, then we say a vertex of G is (K, d)-small in G if degG(v) ≤ Kd and
(K, d)-big otherwise.
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• If ε ∈ (0, 1), then we say two vertices of G are (ε, d)-mates if they have at least εd
common neighbors.
Definition 2.2. Let G be a graph and d ≥ 1. Let K ≥ 1 and ε ∈ (0, 1). We say G is
(K, ε, d)-unmated if for every (K, d)-small vertex v, there exist strictly less than εd vertices
in G that are (ε, d)-mates of v.
Here is a useful proposition.
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a graph and d ≥ 1. For every K ≥ 1 and ε ∈ (0, 1), at least one
of the following hold:
(i) there exists a subgraph H of G with v(H) ≤ 3Kd and e(H) ≥ ε2d2/2, or
(ii) G is (K, ε, d)-unmated.
Proof. Suppose not. Since (ii) does not hold, there exists a (K, d)-small vertex v with at
least εd vertices that are (ε, d)-mates of v. Let v1, . . . , v⌈εd⌉ be distinct (ε, d)-mates of v. Let
H = G[v ∪N(v) ∪ {v1, . . . , v⌈εd⌉}]. Now v(H) ≤ 1 +Kd + ⌈εd⌉ ≤ 3Kd and e(H) ≥ ε2d2/2.
Thus (i) holds, a contradiction.
Corollary 2.4. Let d, k ≥ 1. Let G′ be a k-bounded minor of a graph G. For every K ≥ 1
and ε ∈ (0, 1), at least one of the following hold:
(i) there exists a subgraph H of G with v(H) ≤ 3kKd and e(H) ≥ ε2d2/2, or
(ii) G′ is (K, ε, d)-unmated.
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.3 to G′. If Proposition 2.3(ii) holds, then (ii) holds as desired.
So we may assume that Proposition 2.3(i) holds. That is, there exists a subgraph H ′ of G′
with v(H ′) ≤ 3Kd and e(H ′) ≥ ε2d2/2. But then there exists a corresponding subgraph H
of G with v(H) ≤ 3kKd and e(H) ≥ ε2d2/2.
2.2 Forests and Shrubberies
Definition 2.5. Let G be a graph and d ≥ 1. Let F a non-empty forest of G.
Let K ≥ 1 be real and let ε, c ∈ (0, 1). We say F is
• (K, d)-small if every vertex in V (F ) is (K, d)-small in G[V (F )],
• (ε, d)-mate-free if there does not exist a component T of F and u 6= v ∈ V (T ) such
that u and v are (ε, d)-mates in G.
• (c, d)-clean if e(G)− e(G/F ) ≤ c · d · v(F ).
Definition 2.6. Let G be a graph. We say a non-empty forest F of G is
• k-bounded if v(T ) ≤ k for every component T of F ,
• a k-shrubbery if k/2 < v(T ) ≤ k for every component T of F ,
Let ℓ ≥ 1 be an integer. An ℓ-star is a star with ℓ leaves. An ℓ−-star is a star with at
least one but at most ℓ leaves.
Definition 2.7. Let G be a graph and let (A,B) be a partition of V (G). Let ℓ ≥ 1 be an
integer. We say a forest F is
• an ℓ−-star-matching from B to A if for every component T of F , then T is an ℓ−-star,
the center of T is in B and the leaves of T are in A,
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• an ℓ−-claw-matching from B to A if F is an ℓ−-star-matching and every component T
of F is an induced subgraph of G.
Similarly we define ℓ-star-matching and ℓ-claw-matching from B to A as above if every
component of F is an ℓ-star instead of an ℓ−-star.
Here are two simple but useful propositions whose proofs we omit.
Proposition 2.8. Let G be a graph. If F is a forest of G and F ′ is a proper subgraph of F
such that e(F ′) < e(F ), then
e(G)− e(G/F ′) ≤ e(G)− e(G/F )− 1.
Proposition 2.9. Let G be a graph. If uv ∈ E(G), then
e(G)− e(G/uv) = 1 + |N(u) ∩N(v)|.
One final bit of notation: if G is a graph and A,B are disjoint subsets of V (G), then
we let G(A,B) denote the subgraph with V (G(A,B)) = A ∪ B and E(G(A,B)) = {uv ∈
E(G) : u ∈ A, v ∈ B}.
3 Bipartite Subgraph Lemma
In this section, we prove Theorem 3.4 which says that a bipartite graph G = (A,B) that is
very unbalanced (i.e. |A| ≥ ℓ|B|) and dense (i.e. every vertex in A has at least d neighbors
in B), either has a small dense subgraph or an (ℓ+ 1)-bounded minor with density roughly
ℓd. For the latter outcome, we in fact find an ℓ-claw-matching F from B to A in G such that
every leaf in F (a vertex in V (F )∩A) has most of its neighbors in V (F )∩B (the centers of
F ). Furthermore, we find such an F that is mate-free and clean.
Before proceeding, we informally discuss how one could even find such an F in the first
place (without worrying about it being mate-free and clean). In fact, G contains an ℓ-claw-
matching F from B to A such that for every vertex v ∈ V (F )∩A, N(v) ⊆ V (F )∩B. To see
this, construct an auxiliary graph G′ by replacing every vertex in B with ℓ copies of itself.
Take a maximum matching M of G and minimum vertex cover C of G such that C ∩ B
is minimized. If M is a perfect matching, then M induces an ℓ-claw-matching F in G as
desired. Otherwise, we take M ′ to be the set of edges in M incident with a vertex in B ∩C.
It follows from Ko¨nig’s theorem that M ′ induces an ℓ-claw-matching F in G as desired.
Now such a forest F has the potential to become an (ℓ+1)-bounded minor with density
roughly ℓd if it was mate-free and clean. In order to make F mate-free, we instead use an
alternating paths argument to build F while keeping the forest mate-free. Unfortunately, we
no longer have the property that N(v) ⊆ V (F ) ∩ B for every v ∈ V (F ) ∩ A; rather v could
have a small set of neighbors outside V (F ) ∩ B (namely to trees in F containing mates of
v). Still, the (ℓ+ 1)-bounded minor will have density roughly ℓd as needed.
Now we will prove how to construct such an F that is mate-free. First though we prove
the following more general lemma where instead of avoiding mates, we have edges inside A
and we seek an ℓ-claw-matching in this non-bipartite graph. We then apply this lemma in
Lemma 3.2 where the extra edges are between mates.
Lemma 3.1. Let ℓ ≥ 1 and dB ≥ 1 and dB > ℓ · dA be integers. Suppose that G is a graph
and (A,B) is a partition of V (G) such that |A| ≥ ℓ|B|.
If every vertex in A has at least dB neighbors in B and at most dA neighbors in A, then
G contains an ℓ-claw-matching F from B to A such that every vertex in V (F ) ∩ A has at
most dA neighbors in B \ V (F ).
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Proof. Let F0 be an ℓ
−-claw-matching from B to A such that |V (F0) ∩ A| is maximized.
First suppose that V (F0) ∩ A = A. Note that |V (F0) ∩ B| ≥ |V (F0) ∩ A|/ℓ and hence
V (F0) ∩B = B. But then V (F0) = V (G). Now F = F0 is as desired.
So we may assume that V (F0) \ A 6= ∅. Let u ∈ V (F0) \ A. For v 6= u ∈ V (G), we say a
path P from u to v is a (u, v)-F0-alternating path if
• P is path in G(A,B), and
• every internal vertex of P has degree exactly one in F (i.e. informally every other edge
of F0 is in P ), and
• there does not exist a triangle of G containing both an edge of F0 and an edge of
P − E(F0).
Let Bu be the set of all vertices v ∈ B such that there exists a (u, v)-F0-alternating path.
Claim 3.1.1. If v ∈ Bu, then v ∈ V (F0) and the component of F0 containing v has exactly
ℓ vertices.
Proof. Suppose not. Since v ∈ Bu, there exists a (u, v)-F0-alternating path P . Let F ′0 =
F0△P .
Since P is a path inG(A,B), we have the E(F ′0) ⊆ E(G(A,B)). Since v ∈ B, every vertex
w ∈ A ∩ V (P ) \ {u} has degree exactly two in P . Moreover, every vertex in V (P ) \ {u, v}
is in F0. Since every vertex in A has degree at most one in F0, it now follows that every
vertex in A has degree at most one in F ′0 (since u is not in F ). It follows that every vertex
in G− {u, v} has the same degree in F ′0 as in F0. Moreover, v has degree one in F ′0.
Since either v /∈ V (F0) or the component of F0 containing u has strictly less than ℓ
vertices, we have that v has degree at most ℓ− 1 in F0. But then v has degree at most ℓ in
F ′0. Thus F
′
0 is an ℓ
−-star-matching.
Note that |V (F ′0) ∩ A| = |V (F0) ∩ A| + 1. Hence by the choice of F0, we find that F ′0 is
not an ℓ−-claw-matching. That is, there exists a component T of F ′0 that is not induced in
G, that is, there exists an edge e = xy ∈ G[V (T )] \ E(T ). Since T is an ℓ−-star, it follows
that x, y ∈ A. Let z be the center of T .
Since F0 is an ℓ
−-claw matching, it follows that x and y are in different components of
F0. Thus at least one of xz, yz is in E(P ). We may assume without loss of generality that
xz ∈ E(P ) and hence xz /∈ E(F0). Since every internal vertex of P has degree exactly one
in F , it follows that yz /∈ E(P ). Hence yz ∈ E(F0). But now xyz is a triangle containing
both an edge of F0 (namely yz) and an edge of P − E(F0) (namely xz), contradicting that
P is a (u, v)-F0-alternating path.
Let F be the subgraph of F0 consisting of components of F0 containing vertices in Bu.
By Claim 3.1.1, we have that F is an ℓ-claw-matching from B to A.
Claim 3.1.2. If v ∈ V (F )∩A and x is a neighbor of v in B \ V (F ), then x is the center of
a star in F0 \ F that contains a neighbor of v in A.
Proof. Let w be such that vw ∈ E(F ). Note that w ∈ Bu. By definition of Bu, there exists
a (u, w)-F0-alternating path P . If v ∈ V (P ), let P ′ = P − w. Otherwise, let P ′ = P + v.
Now P ′ is a (u, v)-F0-alternating path.
It follows that P ′′ = P ′ + x is not a (u, x)-F0-alternating path. Since P
′′ is a path in
G(A,B) from u to x such that every other edge is in F , it follows that there exists a triangle
T = y1y2y3 of G containing an edge y1y2 of F0 and an edge y2y3 of P
′′ − E(F0).
It follows that y2 ∈ B and y1, y3 ∈ A. Since P ′ is a (u, v)-F0-alternating path, it follows
that x ∈ v(T ). Thus y2 = x. But then y3 = v, xy1 ∈ F0 and vy1 ∈ E(G).
Thus x is the center of a star in F0 that contains a neighbor of v in A, as desired.
By Claim 3.1.2, every vertex in V (F ) ∩ A has at most dA neighbors in B \ V (F ). So F
is as desired.
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We now apply Lemma 3.1 to obtained a mate-free ℓ-claw-matching assuming that the
graph itself is unmated as follows.
Lemma 3.2. Let K ≥ ℓ ≥ 1 and ε0 < 1/ℓ and d be constants. Let G = (A,B) be a bipartite
graph such that |A| ≥ ℓ|B| and every vertex in A has exactly d0 neighbors in B.
If G is (K, ε0, d0)-unmated, then G contains an (ε0, d0)-mate-free ℓ-claw-matching F from
B to A such that every vertex in V (F ) ∩ A has at most ε0d0 neighbors in B \ V (F ).
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that every vertex in A has exactly d
neighbors in B. Let G′ = G(A,B) ∪ {uv : u, v ∈ A, u, v are (ε0, d0)-mates in G}. Note that
there does not exist uv ∈ E(G) such that u and v are (ε0, d0)-mates since G is bipartite.
Since K ≥ 1, G is bipartite and every vertex in A has exactly d neighbors in B, we have
that every vertex of A is (K, d0)-small in G. Since G is (K, ε0, d0)-unmated, by defintion
every (K, d0)-small vertex has at most ε0d0 vertices that are (ε0, d0)-mates of u. Hence in
G′, every vertex of A has at least dB = d0 neighbors in B and at most dA = εd0 neighbors
in A.
By Lemma 3.1, G′ contains an ℓ-claw-matching F from B to A such that every vertex in
V (F ) ∩ A has at most dA neighbors in B \ V (F ). Let M = G(V (F ) ∩ A, V (F ) ∩ B). Now
every vertex in A ∩M has degree at least d0(1− ε0) in M .
Claim 3.2.1. Every component T of F is (ε0, d0)-mate-free.
Proof. Let x 6= y ∈ V (T ). We may assume without loss of generality that x ∈ A. If y ∈ B,
then xy ∈ E(G) and since xy ∈ E(G′), we find that x and y are not (ε0, d0)-mates in G as
claimed. So we may assume that y ∈ A. Since T is claw in G′, we have that xy /∈ E(G′).
But then x and y are not (ε0, d0)-mates in G as claimed.
It follows from Claim 3.2.1, that F is (ε0, d0)-mate-free and hence F is as desired.
Next we may clean such an ℓ-claw-matching F . To do this, we have to remove components
whose centers are big in G[F ] and then switch edges as necessary.
Lemma 3.3. Let K ≥ ℓ ≥ 1. Let ε1 ∈ (0, 1/ℓ) and d1 ≥ 1/ε1 be an integer. Let G = (A,B)
be a bipartite graph such that |A| = ℓ|B| and every vertex in A has exactly d1 neighbors in
B.
If G is (K, ε1, d1)-unmated and there exists an (ε1, d1)-mate-free ℓ-claw-matching F1 from
B to A such that V (F ) = V (G), then there exists at least one of the following:
(i) a subgraph H of G with v(H) ≤ 6ℓ2Kd1 and e(H) ≥ ε21d21/2.
(ii) a (K, d1)-small (ε1, d1)-mate-free (ℓ
2ε1, d1)-clean ℓ-claw-matching F from B to A in G
such that v(F ) ≥ v(G) (1− 1
K
· ℓ
ℓ+1
)
.
Proof. Suppose not. Let F2 be the subgraph of F1 consisting of components of F that contain
only (K, d1)-small vertices of G. Note that every vertex in A is (K, d1)-small since K ≥ 1.
Note that e(G) = d1|A| = d1ℓ|B|. Hence the number of (K, d1)-big vertices in G is at most
ℓ
K
|B| ≤ v(G)
K
· ℓ/(ℓ+ 1). Hence v(F2) ≥ v(G)
(
1− 1
K
· ℓ
ℓ+1
)
.
If F is an ℓ-claw matching from B to A, then a bad pair of F is a pair of edges
e1, e2 ∈ E(F ) in distinct components T1, T2 of F such that e1, e2 are in a 4-cycle C in
G and E(G(V (T1), V (T2))) = E(C) \ {e1, e2} (that is, the only edges between T1 and T2 are
edges in C).
Now let F be an (ε1, d1)-mate-free ℓ-claw-matching from B to A such that V (F ) = V (F2),
and subject to those conditions, that the number of bad pairs of F is minimized.
Claim 3.3.1. Every edge e ∈ E(F ) is in at most ℓ(ε1d1 + 1) bad pairs of F .
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Proof. Suppose not. Thus e is in strictly greater than ℓ(ε1d1 + 1) bad pairs of F . Let
r = ⌊ε1d1⌋. Now there exist e1, e2, . . . er+2 ∈ E(F ) in distinct components of F such that for
every 1 ≤ i ≤ r + 2, ei is non-incident with e and ei, e are in a 4-cycle Ci.
Let G′ be obtained from G by contracting the edges of F . Note that G′ is an ℓ-bounded
minor of G. Apply Corollary 2.4 to G′ and G with d1, ε1 and K(ℓ + 1). First suppose that
Corollary 2.4(i) holds. That is, there exists a subgraph H of G with v(H) ≤ 3ℓ(ℓ + 1)Kd1
and e(H) ≥ ε21d21/2. Since ℓ ≥ 1, we have that (i) holds, a contradiction.
So we may assume that Corollary 2.4(ii) holds. That is, G′ is (K(ℓ+1), ε1, d1)-unmated.
Since every vertex in V (F ) is (K, d1)-small in G, we have that every vertex of G
′ correspond-
ing to a component of F is (K(ℓ + 1), d1)-small in G
′. Hence each such vertex has at most
ε1d1 vertices in G
′ that are (ε1, d1)-mates in G
′.
Let T be the component of F containing e. Thus the vertex vT corresponding to T in G
′
has at most r vertices in G′ that are (ε1, d1)-mates in G
′. So we may assume without loss of
generality that e1 is in a component of F that does not correspond to an (ε1, d1)-mate of vT
in G′.
Let F ′ = F△C1. Now F ′ is an ℓ-claw-matching from A to B such that V (F ′) = V (F ) =
V (F2). Let {f1, f2} = E(C1)\{e, e1}. Since F minimized the number of bad pairs, it follows
that the sum of the number of bad pairs in F ′ containing f1 or f2 other than the pair f1, f2
is at least r + 1.
But then the vertex vT1 corresponding to the component T1 of F containing e1 is an
(ε1, d1)-mate of vT in G
′, a contradiction.
By Claim 3.3.1 and since F is (ε1, d1)-mate-free, it follows that
e(G)− e(G/F ) ≤
(
ℓ
2
)
ε1d1v(F ) +
1
2
ℓ(ε1d1 + 1)v(F ) ≤ ℓ2ε1d1v(F ),
since ℓ ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ ε1d1. Thus F is (ℓ2ε1, d1)-clean and (ii) holds, a contradiction.
Altogether, we get the following lemma.
Theorem 3.4. Let K ≥ ℓ ≥ 1, ε0 ∈ (0, 1/ℓ) and d0 ≥ 1/ε0 be constants. Let G = (A,B) be
a bipartite graph such that |A| ≥ ℓ|B| and every vertex in A has at least d0 neighbors in B.
Then G contains at least one of the following:
(i) a subgraph H of G with v(H) ≤ 6ℓ2Kd0 and e(H) ≥ ε20d20/2.
(ii) an (ℓ+ 1)-bounded minor H with d(H) ≥ ℓ
2
· (1− 3ℓ3ε0) · d0.
Proof. First suppose that G is not (K, ε0, d0)-unmated. Thus Proposition 2.3(ii) does not
hold for G. Thus by Proposition 2.3, we have that Proposition 2.3(i) holds. That is, there
exists a subgraph H of G with v(H) ≤ 3Kd0 and e(H) ≥ ε20d20/2. Hence (i) holds as desired.
So we may assume that G is (K, ε0, d0)-unmated. By Lemma 3.2, G contains a (ε0, d0)-
mate-free ℓ-claw-matching F1 from B to A such that every vertex in V (F1) ∩A has at most
ε0d0 neighbors in B \ V (F1).
Let d1 = d0(1− ε0) and ε1 = ε0d0/d1 = ε01−ε0 . Let G′ = G[V (F1)]. Since G is (K, ε0, d0)-
unmated, we have that G′ is (K, ε1, d1)-unmated. Furthermore, F1 is an (ε1, d1)-mate-free
ℓ-claw-matching F0 from B to A such that V (F ) = V (G
′). Hence by Lemma 3.3 applied to
G′, we find that there exists a (K, d1)-small (ε1, d1)-mate-free (ℓ
2ε1, d1)-clean ℓ-claw-matching
F from B to A in G′ such that v(F ) ≥ v(G′) (1− 1
K
· ℓ
ℓ+1
)
.
Let H = G′/F . Now v(H) ≤ ( 1
ℓ+1
+ 1
K
· ℓ
ℓ+1
)v(G′). Since K ≥ ℓ, we find that v(H) ≤
2
ℓ+1
v(G′). Since F is (ℓ2ε1, d1)-clean it follows that
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e(H) ≥ e(G′)− ℓ2ε1d1 · v(F )
≥ d1 ℓ
ℓ + 1
v(G′)− ℓ2ε1d1 · v(G′)
=
(
d0(1− ε0) ℓ
ℓ+ 1
− ℓ2ε0d0
)
v(G′)
≥ ℓ
ℓ+ 1
· (1− 3ℓ3ε0)d0 · v(G′),
where we used that ℓ+ ℓ2 + ℓ3 ≤ 3ℓ3 since ℓ ≥ 1. Thus
d(H) =
e(H)
v(H)
≥ ℓ
2
· (1− 3ℓ3ε0)d0,
and (ii) holds as desired.
4 Finding a Bountiful Shrubbery
In this section, we prove Theorem 4.3 which roughly says that every graph of density d
contains: a small, dense subgraph; or a very unbalanced bipartite H = (X, Y ) (i.e. |X| ≥
ℓ|Y |) with density almost d; or a clean k-shrubbery containing most of the vertices (all but
3v(G)/ℓ vertices). The last outcome leads directly to a k-bounded minor of density roughly
kd/ℓ. The second outcome will lead by Theorem 3.4 to an (ℓ + 1)-bounded minor with
density roughly ℓd.
To prove Theorem 4.3, we will build up a (K, d)-small, (ε, d)-mate-free, (c, d)-clean k-
shrubbery (or rather take a maximum such shrubbery) F . First, we need the following
definition and proposition.
Definition 4.1. Let T be a tree. We say a vertex v of T is a centroid of T if for every edge
e ∈ E(T ) incident with v, the component of T − e containing v has at least v(T )/2 vertices,
and a non-centroid vertex otherwise.
Let v be a non-centroid vertex of T . If e ∈ E(T ) incident with v such that the component
H of T − e containing v has at most v(T )−1
2
vertices, then we say e is a central edge for v in
T and that H is a peripheral piece for v.
The following proposition is standard.
Proposition 4.2. The number of centroids in a non-empty tree is either 1 or 2.
Proof. Let T be a non-empty tree. Let D be the directed graph obtained from T by directing
every edge e ∈ E(T ) toward the component of T−e with strictly greater than v(T )/2 vertices
if such a component exists. There may be edges of T which receive no direction (since v(T )
may be even); however there exists at most one edge that does not receive a direction.
Note that every vertex of T has outdegree at most one in D as otherwise T has at least
2(v(T )/2) + 1 > v(T ) vertices. If v(T ) ∈ {1, 2}, then every vertex of T is a centroid as
desired.
So we may assume that v(T ) ≥ 3. Hence every leaf of T has outdegree one in D. Now
note that a vertex v of T is a centroid if and only if v is a sink in D. Since every vertex has
outdegree at most one in D and every leaf has outdegree exactly one, it follows that there
exists either one or two sinks in D (depending on whether some edge of T does not receive
a direction), as desired.
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Here we informally explain the proof of Theorem 4.3 before proceeding with the formal
proof. Let F be a maximum shrubbery as above. Let A be the set of (K, d)-small vertices of
G, let B be the set of (K, d)-big vertices of G, and let C be the set of centroids of components
in F with exactly k vertices.
If V (F ) is too small, then A′ = A \ V (F ) will be decently large. If every vertex in A′ has
most of its neighbors in B ∪ C, then we obtain a very unbalanced dense bipartite subgraph
as desired.
So we may assume there exists a vertex v ∈ A′ with a decent number of neighbors in
either: components with < k vertices in F ; non-centroid vertices of components in F with
exactly k vertices; or in the rest of A′. If v has many neighbors in trees with strictly less
than k vertices, then we find one to add v that will keep F (ε, d)-mate-free and (c, d)-clean,
contradicting maximality. Otherwise, we inductively build up a tree T containing v such
that k/2 < v(T ) ≤ k, by adding neighbors in A′ or peripheral pieces of F that neighbor v,
ensuring that the result in each step is (ε, d)-mate-free and clean enough.
Crucially, this works because peeling off peripheral pieces from distinct components will
leave new components which still have > k/2 vertices and so we will retain that F is a
k-shrubbery. Another crucial point is that our threshold for V (F ) being too small allows for
many vertices in A\V (F ) (ℓv(G)/k roughly instead of say v(G)/k) and so we will only get a
k-bounded minor of density roughly kd/ℓ (since there will be many uncontracted vertices);
this is acceptable since ℓ is much smaller than k in our application. We do this in order to
obtain a very unbalanced bipartite subgraph when F is not large enough, allowing us to find
an (ℓ+ 1)-bounded minor of density roughly dℓ.
Theorem 4.3. Let K ≥ k ≥ ℓ ≥ 2 be integers. Let ε ∈ (0, 1/k) and c = 2kε. Let G be a
graph with d = d(G) ≥ 2/ε. Then G contains at least one of the following:
(i) a subgraph H of G with v(H) ≤ 3k2Kd and e(H) ≥ ε2d2/2, or
(ii) a bipartite subgraph H = (X, Y ) with |X| ≥ ℓ|Y | and every vertex in X has at least
(1− 8k2ε)d neighbors in Y , or
(iii) a (K, d)-small, (ε,d)-mate-free, (c, d)-clean k-shrubbery F such that
v(F ) ≥
(
1− 2 + 4ℓ
k
)
v(G).
Proof. Suppose not. We may assume that every proper subgraph H of G has d(H) < d(G)
and hence deg(v) ≥ d for every vertex v of G.
Let F be a (K, d)-small, (ε, d)-mate-free, (c, d)-clean k-shrubbery such that v(F ) is max-
imized.
Let A be the set of (K, d)-small vertices of V (G). Let B be the set of (K, d)-big vertices
in G. Note that Kd|B| ≤ 2e(G) ≤ 2dv(G). Hence |B| ≤ 2
K
v(G) ≤ 2
k
v(G) since K ≥ k. If
|A \ V (F )| ≤ 4ℓ
k
v(G), then v(F ) ≥ (1− 2+4ℓ
k
)
v(G) and (iii) holds as desired.
So we may assume that |A \ V (F )| ≥ 4ℓ
k
v(G). Let A′ = A \ V (F ).
Let C be the set of centroids of components of F with exactly k vertices. Recall that by
Proposition 4.2, every component of F has either one or two centroids.
Claim 4.3.1. Every vertex in A′ has at most 8k2εd neighbors in V (G) \ (B ∪ C).
Proof. Let v ∈ A′. Suppose for a contradiction that v has strictly more than 8k2εd neighbors
in V (G) \ (B ∪ C). Let F1 be the set of components in F containing vertices of C. Let
W = V (F1) \ C. Let F2 be the set of components in F \ V (F1).
Since F is c-clean, we have by definition that e(G)− e(G/F ) ≤ cd · v(F ). Apply Proposi-
tion 2.3 to G. If Proposition 2.3(i) holds, then (i) holds, a contradiction. So we may assume
that Proposition 2.3(ii) holds, that is, G is (K, ε, d)-unmated. Thus there are strictly less
than εd verticces that are (ε, d)-mates of v in G.
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Subclaim 4.3.1.1. v has at most 2kεd neighbors in V (F2).
Proof. Suppose not. Let F3 be the set of components of F2 that do not contain (ε, d)-mates
of v in G. Now v has a neighbor in strictly more than 2εd distinct components of F2. Thus
v has a neighbor in strictly more than εd components of V (F3). Apply Corollary 2.4 to G
and G′ = G/F with K := Kk. If Corollary 2.4(i) holds, then (i) holds, a contradiction. So
we may assume that Corollary 2.4(ii) holds, that is G/F is (Kk, ε, d)-unmated.
Note that every vertex of A \ V (F ) and every vertex corresponding to a component of F
are (Kk, d)-small in G/F . Hence there exist at most εd vertices of G/F that are (ε, d)-mates
of v in G/F . Since v had a neighbor in strictly more than εd components of V (F3), it follows
that there exists a component T in F3 such that v has a neighbor w in T and the vertex vT
corresponding to T in G/F is not a (ε, d)-mate of v in G/F . Note that v(T ) < k since T is
in F2.
Let T ′ = T+vw and F ′ = (F \V (T ))∪T ′. Now F ′ is a k-shrubbery since v(T ′) ≤ k. Note
that T ′ is (ε, d)-mate-free since T is in F3. Hence F
′ is (ε, d)-mate-free. By Proposition 2.9
applied to G/F , v and vT , we have that
e(G/F )− e(G/F ′) ≤ |NG/F (v) ∩NG/F (vT )|+ 1 ≤ εd+ 1,
since v and vT are not (ε, d)-mates in G/F . But then
e(G)− e(G/F ′) ≤ cd · v(F ) + εd+ 1.
Since d ≥ 2/ε, we have that 1 ≤ εd and hence
e(G)− e(G/F ′) ≤ cd · v(F ) + 2εd ≤ cd(v(F ) + 1) = cd · v(F ′),
since c ≥ 2ε. Hence F ′ is (c, d)-clean. Since v(F ′) > v(F ), we find that F ′ contradicts the
maximality of F .
Subclaim 4.3.1.2. v has at most 4kεd neighbors in A′.
Proof. Suppose not. That is, v has at least 4kεd neigbors in A′. Now v has at least 4kεd−
⌊εd⌋ ≥ 3kεd neighbors in A′ that are not (ε, d)-mates of v in G. Let v1, . . . , v⌈3kεd⌉ be
neighbors of v in A′ that are not (ε, d)-mates.
For each S ⊆ {1, . . . , ⌈3kεd⌉}, let TS denote the star with center v and leaves {vi : i ∈ S}.
Let FS = F + TS.
Let S be such that
• |S| ≤ k − 1, and
• TS is (ε, d)-mate-free, and
• e(G/F )− e(G/FS) ≤ 2εd|S|,
and, subject to those conditions, that |S| is maximized.
Since |S| ≤ k − 1, we find that e(G/F )− e(G/FS) ≤ 2εd(k − 1). Hence
e(G)−e(G/FS) = (e(G)−e(G/F ))+(e(G/F )−e(G/FS)) ≤ cd·v(F )+2εd(k−1)≤ cd·v(FS),
since v(FS) ≥ v(F ) + 1 and 2εd(k − 1) ≤ cd as c ≥ 2kε. Thus FS is (c, d)-clean. Since TS
is (ε, d)-mate-free, we find that FS is (ε, d)-mate-free. Since V (FS) ⊆ A, we have that FS is
(K, d)-small.
First suppose that |S| ≥ k/2. Then v(TS) > k/2 and yet v(TS) ≤ k. Thus FS is a
k-shrubbery. Since v(FS) > v(S), we find that FS contradicts the maximality of F .
So we may suppose that |S| < k/2. Let R = {1, . . . , ⌈3kεd⌉} \ S. Let R′ = {i ∈ R : vi
does not have a (ε, d)-mate in {vj : j ∈ S}}. Since G is (K, ε, d)-unmated, we find that
|R′| ≥ |R| − kεd ≥ ⌈3kεd⌉ − |S| − kεd ≥ 2kεd+ (1− k) > kεd,
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since 1 ≤ εd.
Note that FS is a k-bounded forest of G and hence G/FS is a k-bounded minor of G.
Apply Corollary 2.4 to G and G′ = G/FS with K := Kk. If Corollary 2.4(i) holds, then
(i) holds, a contradiction. So we may assume that Corollary 2.4(ii) holds, that is G/F is
(Kk, ε, d)-unmated.
Note that every vertex of A \ V (FS) and every vertex corresponding to a component of
FS are (Kk, d)-small in G/FS. Let vTS be the vertex corresponding to TS in G/FS. Hence
there exist at most εd vertices in G/FS that are (ε, d)-mates of vTS in G/FS. Since |R′| > εd,
there exists i ∈ R′ such that vi is not a (ε, d)-mate of vTS in G/FS.
Let S ′ = S ∪{i}. Now |S ′| = |S|+1 ≤ k− 1 since |S| < k/2 and k ≥ 2. Moreover, FS′ is
(ε, d)-mate-free since i ∈ R′. By Proposition 2.9 applied to G/FS, vTS and vi, we have that
e(G/FS)− e(G/FS′) ≤ |NG/FS(vTS) ∩NG/FS(vi)|+ 1 ≤ εd+ 1,
since vTS and vi are not (ε, d)-mates in G/FS. But then
e(G/F )− e(G/FS′) ≤ 2εd|S|+ εd+ 1.
Since 1 ≤ εd, we find that
e(G/F )− e(G/FS′) ≤ 2εd(|S|+ 1) = 2εd|S ′|.
Since |S ′| > |S|, we find that S ′ contradicts the maximality of S.
Subclaim 4.3.1.3. v has at most 4k2εd neighbors in W .
Proof. Suppose not. That is, v has at least 4k2εd neighbors in W . Now v has neighbor
that is not a centroid in at least 4kεd distinct components of F1. Now there are strictly less
than εd components of F1 containing an (ε, d)-mate of v in G. So there exists at least 3kεd
components of F1 that contain a non-centroid vertex that is a neighbor of A and that do not
contain an (ε, d)-mate of v in G.
Let T1, . . . T⌈3kεd⌉ be distinct such components. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌈3kεd⌉, let vi be a
non-centroid vertex of Ti that is a neighbor of v, let Hi the be the peripheral piece for vi in
Ti, and let ei be the central edge for vi in Ti, and let T
′
i = Ti \ V (Hi).
For each S ⊆ {1, . . . , ⌈3kεd⌉}, let TS denote the tree v ∪ {vvi : i ∈ S} ∪ Hi. Let
FS = (F \
⋃
i∈S Ti) + (
⋃
i∈S T
′
i ) + TS.
Let S be such that
• v(TS) ≤ k, and
• TS is (ε, d)-mate-free, and
• e(G/F )− e(G/FS) ≤ 2εd|S|,
and, subject to those conditions, that v(TS) is maximized.
Since |S| ≤ k − 1, we find that e(G/F )− e(G/FS) ≤ 2εd(k − 1). Hence
e(G)−e(G/FS) = (e(G)−e(G/F ))+(e(G/F )−e(G/FS)) ≤ cd·v(F )+2εd(k−1)≤ cd·v(FS),
since c ≥ 2kε. Thus FS is (c, d)-clean. Since TS is (ε, d)-mate-free, we find that FS is
(ε, d)-mate-free. Since V (FS) ⊆ A, we have that FS is (K, d)-small.
First suppose that v(TS) > k/2. Note that v(T
′
i ) > k/2 for every i ∈ S since ei is a
central edge for vi in Ti. Thus FS is a k-shrubbery. Since v(FS) > v(S), we find that FS
contradicts the maximality of F .
So we may suppose that v(TS) < k/2. Let R = {1, . . . , ⌈3kεd⌉}\S. Let R′ = {i ∈ R : Hi
does not have a (ε, d)-mate in {V (Hj) : j ∈ S}}. Since G is (K, ε, d)-unmated, we find that
|R′| ≥ |R| − kεd ≥ 3kεd− |S| − kεd ≥ 2kεd− (k − 1) > εd,
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since 1 ≤ εd.
Note that FS is a k-bounded forest of G and hence G/FS is a k-bounded minor of G.
Apply Corollary 2.4 to G and G′ = G/FS with K := Kk. If Corollary 2.4(i) holds, then
(i) holds, a contradiction. So we may assume that Corollary 2.4(ii) holds, that is G/F is
(Kk, ε, d)-unmated.
Note that every vertex of A \ V (FS) and every vertex corresponding to a component of
FS are (Kk, d)-small in G/FS. Let vTS be the vertex corresponding to TS in G/FS. Hence
there exist at most εd vertices in G/FS that are (ε, d)-mates of vTS in G/FS. For each i ∈ R′,
let vTi be the vertex of G/FS corresponding to Ti. Since |R′| > εd, there exists i ∈ R′ such
that vTi is not a (ε, d)-mate of vTS in G/FS.
Let S ′ = S ∪ {i}. Now |S ′| = |S|+ 1 ≤ k − 1 since |S| < k/2 and k ≥ 2. Moreover, FS′
is (ε, d)-mate-free since i ∈ R′. Let F ′S = FS − ei. Note that F ′S is a proper subgraph of FS
with e(F ′S) < e(FS). Hence by Proposition 2.8, e(G/F
′
S) ≥ e(G/F ) + 1.
Let vHi be the vertex of G/F
′
S corresponding to Hi (which is now a component of F
′
S).
Since vHi is not an (ε, d)-mate of vTS in G/FS, it follows that
|NG/F ′S(vHi) ∩NG/F ′S(vTS)| ≤ εd+ 1.
By Proposition 2.9 applied to G/FS, vTS and vi, we have that
e(G/F ′S)− e(G/FS′) ≤ |NG/FS(vTS) ∩NG/FS(vi)|+ 1 ≤ εd+ 2.
Thus
e(G/FS)− e(G/FS′) ≤ εd+ 1.
But then
e(G/F )− e(G/FS′) ≤ 2εd|S|+ εd+ 1 ≤ 2εd|S ′|,
since 1 ≤ εd and |S ′| = |S| + 1. Since v(TS′) > v(TS), we find that S ′ contradicts the
maximality of S.
By Subclaims 4.3.1.1, 4.3.1.2, and 4.3.1.3, we find that v has at most 4k(k+1)εd ≤ 8k2εd
neighbors in V (G) \ (B ∪ C), a contradiction.
Recall that |B| ≤ 2
k
v(G). Since every vertex in C is a centroid of a tree on k vertices and
there are at most two centroids of a tree, it follows that |C| ≤ 2
k
v(G). Hence |B∪C| ≤ 4
k
v(G).
Recall that |A′| ≥ 4ℓ
k
v(G). Hence |A′| ≥ ℓ|B ∪ C|. Since G has minimum degree at least
d, it follows from Claim 4.3.1 that every vertex in A′ has at least (1 − 8k2ε)d neighbors in
B ∪ C. Letting X = A′, Y = B ∪ C and H = G(X, Y ), we find that outcome (ii) holds as
desired.
5 Putting It All Together
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let K = k. Apply Theorem 4.3 to G. First suppose Theorem 4.3(i)
holds. But then (i) holds as desired.
Next suppose Theorem 4.3(iii) holds. That is, there exists a (K, d)-small, (ε,d)-mate-free,
(2kε, d)-clean k-shrubbery F of G such that
v(F ) ≥
(
1− 2 + 4ℓ
k
)
v(G).
Since F is a k-shrubbery, we find that
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v(G/F ) ≤ 2
k
v(F ) + (v(G)− v(F )) ≤ 2
k
v(G) +
2 + 4ℓ
k
v(G) ≤ 8ℓ
k
v(G).
Since F is (2kε, d)-clean, we have by definition that
e(G)− e(G/F ) ≤ 2kεd · v(F ) ≤ 2kεd · v(G).
Since d = d(G) and hence e(G) ≥ d · v(G), we have that
e(G/F ) ≥ (1− 2kε)d · v(G).
Hence
d(G/F ) =
e(G/F )
v(G/F )
≥ k
8ℓ
(1− 2kε)d,
(iii) holds with H = G/F as desired.
So we may assume that Theorem 4.3(ii) holds. That is, there exists a bipartite subgraph
H = (X, Y ) of G with |X| ≥ ℓ|Y | and every vertex in X has at least (1 − 8k2ε)d neighbors
in Y .
Apply Theorem 3.4 with d0 := (1 − 8k2ε)d and ε0 := 2ε to H . First suppose Theo-
rem 3.4(i) holds. That is, there exists a subgraph H0 of H with v(H0) ≤ 6ℓ2Kd0 ≤ 6k3d
and e(H0) ≥ ε20d20/2 = 4ε2(1 − 8k2ε)2d2/2. Since 8k2ε ≤ 1/2 as ε ≤ 116k2 , we find that
e(H0) ≥ ε2d2/2 and (i) holds as desired.
So we may assume that Theorem 3.4(ii) holds. That is, H contains an (ℓ + 1)-bounded
minor H0 with
d(H0) ≥ ℓ(1− 3ℓ2ε0)d0 ≥ ℓ(1− 6ℓ2ε)(1− 8k2ε)d ≥ ℓ(1− 14k2ε)d,
since ℓ ≤ k. But now (ii) holds as desired.
We now choose values for k, ℓ and ε in Theorem 1.5 so as to obtain the required growth
in density to prove Corollary 1.6.
Corollary 5.1. Let α ∈ (0, 1/2] such that 1/α is integer, ℓ = 22/α − 1 and k = 24/α2 and
ε = 1
28k2
. Let G be a graph with d = d(G) ≥ 2/ε. Then G contains at least one of the
following:
(i) a subgraph H of G with v(H) ≤ 3k3d ≤ 216/α2d and e(H) ≥ ε2d2/2 ≥ 2−16/α2d2, or
(ii) an (ℓ+ 1)-bounded minor H with d(H) ≥ ℓ · (1− 14k2ε) · d ≥ (ℓ+ 1)1−αd, or
(iii) a k-bounded minor H with d(H) ≥ k
8ℓ
· (1− 2kε) · d ≥ k1−αd.
Proof. By Theorem 1.5, it suffices to check that the varying inequalities our satisfied by our
choice of ℓ, k and ε. Note that k and ℓ are integer since 1/α is integer. We will use the fact
that log(1− x) ≥ −2x for every x ∈ [0, 1/2].
First we verify the inequalities in outcome (i). Since α ≤ 1/2, we have that k ≥ 28 ≥ 6.
Hence
6k3 ≤ k4 = 216/α2 .
Similarly,
ε2/2 ≥ 2−11k−2 ≥ 2−11−(8/α2) ≥ 2−16/α2 ,
since α ≤ 1/2, as desired.
Next we verify the inequality in outcome (ii). Now
log(ℓ · (1− 14k2ε))
log(ℓ+ 1)
= 1 +
log(1− 1
ℓ+1
) + log(1− 14k2ε)
log(ℓ+ 1)
.
Since ℓ ≥ 1, we have that 1
ℓ+1
≤ 1
2
. Hence log(1− 1
ℓ+1
) ≥ −1. Similarly, 14k2ε = 1
2
and hence
log(1− 14k2ε) = −1. Thus we find that
log(ℓ · (1− 14k2ε))
log(ℓ+ 1)
≥ 1− 2
log(ℓ+ 1)
= 1− 2
2/α
= 1− α,
and hence ℓ · (1− 14k2ε)· ≥ (ℓ+ 1)1−α, as desired.
Finally we verify the inequality in outcome (iii). Now
log
(
k
8ℓ
· (1− 2kε))
log k
= 1 +
− log(8)− log(ℓ) + log(1− 2kε)
log k
.
Since α ≤ 1/2, we have that ℓ ≥ 15. Yet 2kε ≤ 1
2
. Hence log(1 − 2kε) ≥ −1. So
− log(8)− log(ℓ)− 1 ≥ −4 − log(ℓ + 1) ≥ −2 log(ℓ+ 1) since ℓ ≥ 15.
Hence
log
(
k
8ℓ
· (1− 2kε))
log k
≥ 1− 2 log(ℓ)
log k
≥ 1− 2(2/α)
4/α2
= 1− α,
and hence k
8ℓ
· (1− 2kε) ≥ k1−α, as desired.
We are now prepared to prove Corollary 1.6.
Proof of Corollary 1.6. Suppose for a contradiction that the corollary fails for some 1 ≤ r0 ≤
εD/2 but holds for all 1 ≤ r ≤ r0
(ℓ+1)1−α
.
Let ℓ = 22/α − 1 and k = 24/α2 and ε = 1
28k2
. Note that ℓ and k are integer since 1/α is
integer.
Thus there exists a Kt-minor-free graph G with d(G) ≤ Dr0 such that no subgraph J of G
satisfies v(J) ≤ 216/α2d, and d(J) ≥ 2−16/α2d2. Note that d(G) ≥ 2/ε since r ≤ εD/2. Hence
by Corollary 5.1, G contains a minor H satisfying Corollary 5.1(ii) or (iii).
Suppose first that H satisfies (ii). Let r = D
d(H)
. Thus r0 ≥ (ℓ + 1)1−αr. Moreover, H is
Kt-minor-free since G is and hence r ≥ 1. Thus by the choice of r0 there exists a subgraph
J ′ of H such that
v(J ′) ≤ 216/α2rλD,
and
d(J ′) ≥ 2−16/α2r−λD.
As H is an (ℓ+ 1)-bounded minor of G, there exists a subgraph J of G corresponding to J ′
such that v(J) ≤ (ℓ+ 1)v(J ′) and d(J) ≥ d(J ′)
ℓ+1
. Thus we have
v(J) ≤ (ℓ+ 1)216/α2rλD ≤ 216/α2(ℓ+ 1)
(
r0
(ℓ+ 1)1−α
)λ
D.
Since λ = 1
1−α
, we have that
v(J) ≤ 216/α2rλ0D.
Similarly
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d(J) ≥ 2−16/α2r−λ0 D,
contradicting that no such subgraph of G existed.
So we may assume that H satifies (iii). Let r = D
d(H)
. Thus r0 ≥ k1−αr. Moreover, H is
Kt-minor-free since G is and hence r ≥ 1. Thus by the choice of r0 there exists a subgraph
J ′ of H such that
v(J ′) ≤ 216/α2rλD,
and
d(J ′) ≥ 2−16/α2r−λD.
As H is an k-bounded minor of G, there exists a subgraph J of G corresponding to J ′ such
that v(J) ≤ kv(J ′) and d(J) ≥ d(J ′)
k
. Thus we have
v(J) ≤ k216/α2rλD ≤ 216/α2k
( r0
k1−α
)λ
D.
Since λ = 1
1−α
, we have that
v(J) ≤ 216/α2rλ0D.
Similarly
d(J) ≥ 2−16/α2r−λ0 D,
contradicting that no such subgraph of G existed.
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